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Dive into the creative thinking process of a rapper that allows the artist to generate a continuous

flow of rhymes and lyrics on just about any topic. This book focuses on the expansion of the

emotional process involved in the delivery of powerful lyrics and shows you how to utilize your

hidden creative forces to accelerate your ability to write hard hitting rhymes every time.Modern

rappers are constantly re-inventing themselves to stay relevant with the modern audience, and this

can throw off many new and young rappers who want to make it big. Dedication and hard work is

always needed, but this book is designed to help give you an edge by giving you the techniques to

make the deep connections in your mind to constantly be able to deliver good flow.Learn about the

mental capacity aspect of your rhyme making ability, and how that affects the lyric constructing

process. This book will show you how complex rhyme writing skills can be broken down into basic

chunks so that you can hit all the marks and reproduce what famous rappers deliver in their regular

songs.
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The author did a great job and explaining how to rap. But honestly, rapping is something that you



can learn how to do from reading a book. That being said, if you are absolutely clueless and how to

start rapping and you want to lean, then this book will give you ideas on what directions to go in and

what types of exercises and practices you can do to become better. If you truly want to learn how to

rap what you need to do is just practice all the time. Its this simple. Listen to other rappers that

inspire you, find your own voice, write rhymes, practice flowing them over beats. You can get plenty

of instrumental tracks on youtube. If you have trouble with any of things I've mentioned, then this

book actually will probably help you out! I give it 4 stars because I can't really imagine learning how

to rap from a book, but after reading it myself I was pleasantly surprised. I rap for fun with my friends

- not to perform or anything

I gave 4 stars for this book, only because rapping isn't that kind of thing that you can learn from

book. But in other ways this is a great experience. Here you can find great examples of rap

technics, so you can learn a few phrases to all situations. So if you are interested in rep, this is a

good chose, but you still need a lot of practise!

I always liked to learn rapping. I remember always seeing people freestyle and it looked really fun to

do except I didn't know how to do it. Well after reading this book I learned how to flow my rhythm

and lyrics on practically anything. It's amazing how easy it is to do now. I now rely on my creativity

to rap. I'm still quite new but it's been fun
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